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Abstract. Video content providers like YouTube, Netflix cater their
content, i.e. news, shows, on the web which is accessible anytime any-
where. The multi-screens like TVs, smartphones, laptops created a de-
mand to transcode the video into the appropriate video specification
ensuring different Quality of Services (QoS) such as delay. Transcoding
a large, high-definition video requires a lot of time, computation. The
cloud transcoding solution allows video service providers to overcome
the above difficulties through the pay-as-you-use scheme, with the assur-
ance of providing online support to handle unpredictable demands. This
paper presents a cost-efficient cloud-based transcoding framework and
algorithm (CVS) for streaming service providers. The dynamic resource
provisioning policy used in framework finds the number of virtual ma-
chines required for a particular set of video streams. Simulation results
based on YouTube dataset show that the CVS algorithm performs better
compared to FCFS scheme.
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1 Introduction
Now the content viewing has shifted from traditional TV system to video stream-
ing in laptops, smartphones, etc. through the Internet. Content providers like
YouTube, Netflix, Hulu as well as TV channels cater their content, i.e. news,
shows, live events, user generated content on the web which is accessible anytime
anywhere. According to Cisco Visual Networking Index (VNI) report published
in the year 2016, video streaming will escalate up to 82% of the total network
traffic by 2020, up from 70% in 2015 [2]. The variation in the user’s demand con-
cerning resolution, bit rates, frame rate or a combination of these makes the job
of media professionals critical to managing it. It is not possible to store videos
with all possible formats, resolutions, frame rates as it requires massive storage
and computational resources. This process will also increase the financial cost of
the video content providers. One of the solutions is to store some (e.g. popular)
video in popular formats and transcode unpopular videos on demand [5]. The
rapid growth of mobile devices, user preferences and networks have created a
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requirement for video transcoding into the appropriate specification such as res-
olution, quality, bit rate, video format, etc. and simultaneously ensuring different
Quality of Services (QoS) such as delay. Converting a compressed video into an-
other compressed video is termed as video transcoding [10]. But transcoding of
videos in real-time is a time-consuming and challenging task as it holds a strict
delay requirement.

Video transcoding not only reduces the video file size but also give an op-
portunity to select from an extensive set of options. It makes the video viewable
across platforms, devices, and networks. Usually, transcoding requires a high-
quality mezzanine file to start with and convert it into a form supported by
the targeted device. Transcoding a large, high-definition video to a diverse set
of screen sizes, bit rates, and quality requires a lot of time, computation, stor-
age capacity. To overcome the difficulty associated with the transcoding process
content providers, is using the cloud services. A user only needs to specify its
requirements and subscribe the services provided by the cloud, and the rest of
the task, i.e. time-consuming transcoding process will be performed using cloud
resources at the back-end. The advantage of transcoding in the cloud is lower
cost, virtually unlimited scalability, and elasticity to counter peak demand in
real-time. The cloud transcoding solution allows video service providers to pay
as they use, with the assurance of providing online support to handle unpre-
dictable demands [1]. Cloud-based video transcoding reserve resources based on
current workload to satisfy predefined QoS. However, online transcoding in the
cloud has its challenges. The first key problem is the hard delay(streaming and
transcoding) requirement. The second challenge is balancing resources available
and the demand while ensuring cost and QoS constraints. The insufficient re-
source reservation for transcoding may cause delay of the video playback. Video
transcoding in the cloud can be done in following ways: through a dedicated VM
or using different VMs for different video segments simultaneously. The first
approach requires a significant number of VMs for a large set of video stream,
whereas the second method can transcode several video streams simultaneously
reducing the number of VMs [5]. In this paper, we assume the second approach
and discuss the implementation of a cloud-based platform for transcoding of
videos.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the related
works. Cloud-based video transcoding architecture and resource allocation policy
are presented in section 3 and 4, respectively. Section 5 analyzes the simulation
results. The paper is concluded in section 6.

2 Literature Study
Researchers proposed and implemented various transcoding framework where
video transcoding can be performed partially or on-demand. Few works on cloud-
based transcoding is presented here. Researchers have worked on energy-efficient
and real-time task allocation [8, 9]. Hui et al. address the cost issue of multi-
version video on demand system in the cloud. The decision whether to store or
transcode is made based on the popularity of video, storage, and computation
cost [13]. Weiwen et al. proposed an energy-efficient algorithm to route transcod-
ing jobs in the multimedia cloud [12]. Lei et al. presented an analytical model of
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a cloud-based online video transcoding system to predict the minimum resource
reservation for specific QoS constraints (i.e. minimum system delay, targeted
chunk size) [11]. Guanyu et al. used a partial transcoding scheme to minimize
the operational (i.e. storage + computation) cost of content management in me-
dia cloud. Based on the user viewing pattern decision is made whether to cache
or transcode online a video segment [4]. Xiangbo et al. introduced a cloud-based
video streaming service (CVSS) architecture for on-demand transcoding of video
streams using cloud resources. CVSS architecture gives a cost-efficient platform
to streaming service providers for using cloud resources to meet QoS demands of
video streams [6]. Zhenhua et al. designed a cloud transcoder to reduce the down-
load time and improve the data transfer rate. Transcoding is executed based on
video popularity and transcoder status, i.e. below the certain threshold [7]. Fa-
reed et al. presented a prediction-based dynamic resource allocation algorithm
to allocate and deallocate VMs for video transcoding service with the aim of
achieving cost efficiency in Infrastructure as a Service cloud [5]. Kwei et al.
implemented a cloud-based, scalable and cost-effective video streaming service
platform to serve all the transcoding requests [3].

3 System Model
We propose the cloud-based on-demand video transcoding (CVT) framework
as shown in Fig.1. The framework shows the sequence of actions taken place
when a user request videos from a streaming service provider. The functionali-
ties of various components are as follows: The streaming service providers like
YouTube, Netflix accepts user’s request and checks if required video is present in
video repository or not. If the video is present in its desired format, then starts
streaming the video. If the video is not in a format that is requested, online
transcoding is done using cloud resources. To perform transcoding, video is di-
vided into small chunks by the video splitter and then transcode manager map
the video chunks to appropriate transcoding VMs based on certain QoS. The

Fig. 1. Cloud-based Video Transcoder

queue formed by video streams near transcode manager has two parts: startup
and batch. Start-up part of the queue consists of first few Group of Pictures
(GOPs) of each video stream, and rest streams are in batch queue part. For
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a video request, video streams in startup queue are assigned to VM first and
then the streams present in the batch queue. The transcoding VM transcode the
source videos into targeted videos with desired video specification concerning
format, resolution, quality, etc. with certain QoS constraints. Each transcoding
VM is capable of processing one or more simultaneous transcoding task. Video
Merger is used to place all the video streams in the right order to create the
resulting transcoded stream. A copy of the transcoded video is stored in video
repository to save time and computation cost. All the possible forms of popu-
lar and frequently accessed videos are stored in cache storage, a part of video
repository. The unpopular video requested by the user is transcoded online and
served to the user.
Algorithm 1: CVS Resource allocation algorithm

Input : VDS ← V1, V2, ..., Vn : List containing n videos
nI ← number of I frames of each video
Q← Queue contains 1st video chunk, 2nd video chunk, ...

of V1, .., Vn.
size← size of the video
lensq ← length of queue associated with startup queue(SQ)
lenQ ← length of Q
lenbq ← length of batch queue(BQ)
maxTH ← Maximum threshold

Output : nVMs← the number of VMs required
Initialise: nVMs← 0

1 nIFrames← nI of Vi

2 Enqueue lensq no of video chunks from Q to SQ
3 Allocate SQ to VM
4 nVMs← nVMs + 1
5 lenbq ← lenQ − lensq

6 for i = 1 to lenbq do
7 calculate avgQlen of VMs . /*avgQlen() calculates the average of

filled portion of queue of each VM*/
8 if avgQlen() ≥ maxTH then
9 activate new VM

10 nVMs = nVMs + 1

11 end
12 VMmin ← Select V M with shortest filled queue
13 enqueue BQ[i] to V Mmin

14 end

4 Resource Allocation Policy
The proposed algorithm, Algorithm 1 predicts the number of VMs for transcod-
ing the videos demanded by users. The videos are divided into smaller chunks at
GOP level. Therefore the number of smaller chunks possible is equal to number of
I frames present in a particular video. The queue Q is formed by taking ith video
chunk from each video and en-queuing them sequentially where i = 1, 2, ...n and
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n is the number of videos. In step 2 and 3, a start-up queue (SQ) is formed
and allocated to VM. The start-up queue will transcode some initial chunks of
videos to provide faster response to users. So we always have 1 or more VMs for
transcoding. Once the start-up queue is completed, the corresponding VM can
be used with other VMs for transcoding the batch queue (BQ). Before allocating
a video chunk to any VM, the average load (queue length of each VM) of active
VMs is calculated. If the average length is more than the threshold value, a new
VM is activated. The VM with least load is selected (Vmin) and the new video
chunk is en-queued to Vmin.

5 Simulation Results
We have uniformly selected videos from YouTube dataset collected from UCI
repository- Online Video Characteristics and Transcoding Time Dataset Data
Set for simulation. Out of 10 fundamental video characteristics, the attributes
which we have used here are: video ID, duration, codec, number of I frames and
total transcoding time. We have made certain assumptions to correlate to the
result better.
1. Number of I frames in a particular video is same as the number of GOPs.
2. The transcoding time of each GOP by dividing total transcoding time with

number of I frames.
3. The VMs allocated are considered as homogeneous.
4. The queue associated with each VM has same length (say 100). The maxi-

mum threshold value is assumed to be 70% of the VM’s queue length.

Fig. 2. Resource prediction by Pro-
posed algorithm

Fig. 3. comparison of proposed al-
gorithm with FCFS

Fig. 2 demonstrates the number of VMs required for transcoding the corre-
sponding number of requests. We see that the resource allocated for the users’
requests are quiet cost effective as the number of VMs active are less because
we perform the initial check whether to activate another VM as per need. In
Fig. 3, there is a comparison of our proposed resource allocation algorithm with
existing scheduling algorithm. It is observed that the number of VMs required
in FCFS is quite high in comparison to the proposed algorithm.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an on-demand CVT architecture that provides a cost-
efficient platform to transcode video streams. The dynamic resource allocation
scheme present in CVT predicts the appropriate number of VMs so that resource
provisioning cost is reduced. For cost efficiency, a video is broken into several
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video streams so that multiple streams can be transcoded on a single VM and
thus reducing the VM requirement. This architecture can be useful for video
streaming providers to utilize cloud resources and improve user’s satisfaction
with low cost.
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